Remote Generator Monitoring

Uptime is Everything
In a hyper-competitive market, the last thing a business needs to worry about during a power outage is whether or not
their back-up generator is going to start. The first step in ensuring the reliability of your generator is to have a consistent
and planned maintenance schedule. Regular Inspection of a generator will uncover, diagnose, and correct minor
problems before they can become costly repairs. Your Kinsley Power Systems expert is your insurance policy against the
unexpected. The second line of defense is installing an
innovative remote monitoring solution.

What is Remote Monitoring?
Remote Monitoring is a system that allows you to
have access to your generator’s settings without
having to be on site. Monitoring a generator 24/7
increases the likelihood of detecting a minor
problem before a critical failure occurs. Kinsley’s
generator monitoring solutions are ready to protect
what’s most important to you, keeping your
business up and running during a power outage.

How Remote Monitoring Works
Once installing the remote monitor on your generator(s), it will remain active 24/7, collecting data and alerting you
instantly if there is a problem. If a problem arises, a Kinsley professional will immediately determine whether it can be
fixed remotely or requires a service call. In the event a service call is necessary, your service technician will have the
ability to review the data before arriving on-site. This review ensures that the technician has the correct parts and
equipment to address the problem immediately. Many times, the failure of a generator is due to mechanical issues such
as a dead battery, lack of fuel, or block heater failure.
The remote monitor will create an alert when common problems are detected. Some of these include:






Low Battery Voltage
Low coolant temperature
Missed Exercise
Low Fuel
Unhandled Alarms

Once an alert is received, Kinsley Power Systems will jump into action to protect your investment.
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Please call your Kinsley Power Systems representative at 800-255-3503 to schedule
a demonstration of our remote monitoring systems.
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